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Climate Opinion Trivia Q1

What percentage of Canadians are seriously worried about 
climate change?

75%



Climate Opinion Trivia Q2

What percentage of Canadians under 30 years of age think 
climate change is an extremely serious problem compared to 
Canadians over 45 who say the same?

40% vs 25%



Climate Opinion Trivia Q3

A broad transformative agenda to address community 
vulnerability, inequality, climate and racism in 2020 is 
popular with __% of Canadians. __% of Conservatives say 
now is not the time.

60% and 63%



Climate Opinion Trivia Q4

__% of Canadians believe an energy transition will be 
beneficial for Canada in the long term vs __% of Albertans 
who say the same.

75% vs 54%



Climate Opinion Trivia Q5

__% of Canadians think it is “definitely possible” for the 
world to reach climate targets recommended by the IPCC 
(cutting GHGs in half by 2030 and reaching net zero by 2050). 

16%



The 
Report



Methodology

● 40+ polls
● Date range 2019 to early 2021



The Good News 

● A very large majority of Canadians are worried about 
climate change (75%)

● Energy transition is inevitable (71%)
○ Clean energy very popular

● COVID did not dampen concern
○ Support for building back better, Just Transition



But...

● Most supporters fall into a muddled “moveable middle”
○ 45% of the Canadian public 

● Demand for action much lower than concern

● Public support is not yet reliable



It’s a Crisis



Happening Now



Climate vs COVID



Different Audiences, Different 
Attitudes



Different Audiences /2



Different Audiences, Mapped



A Muddled 
“Moveable Middle”



A Muddled 
“Moveable Middle” /2

In focus groups, most Canadians:
● Can’t name a climate policy
● Talk about recycling, water conservation, plastic 

waste, tree planting
● Don’t mention cars or buildings



Canadians Are Pretty Satisfied

● Demand for more action much lower than concern about 
climate change

● Early 2021 (after enhanced national climate plan):

○ 71% of Canadians graded federal climate action “good” or 
“acceptable”



Canadians Are Pretty Satisfied 
/2



Canada - A World Leader?



Canada - A World Leader?

● Two-thirds want to be among most ambitious or 
world-leading 

● 89% think we’re average or better today

● 11% think we’re taking things more slowly than our peers



Canada -  world leader? /2



Obstacles: Climate Literacy



Obstacles: Efficacy



Obstacles: Efficacy /2
-



Where Are We Headed?



Clean Energy Solutions Are 
Very Popular



Support for Solutions



Evenly Split On Fossil 
Production



Just Transition



Balancing Multiple Crises
-



COVID, Climate, Just 
Transition



Reflections

• How would you reach the moveable middle?

• Think of somebody you know that is in this 
population segment. How might you talk to 
them to move them from concerned to 
alarmed?



Credit: Marche pour le climat, Montréal, 2019, La Presse.

Communicating on climate in Québec
Advice to communicators



Credit : Le Devoir

62% 
Environment 
to prevail over 
Economy 
(Léger, June 2020)

83% 
Governments 
should do as 
much or more
(Léger, June 2020) 79%

Climate crisis 
to be 
addressed 
urgently
(Baromètre, Fall 
2020)Pro-business - 

anti-environment 
frames do not 
work

Communicating on climate in Québec
Advice to communicators



       Two Challenges 
Incrementalism Block of disaffected individuals

Credit : Didier Debusschère, Journal de Québec Credit : Le Soleil



        

        Two Challenges 
 Incrementalism Block of disaffected individuals

Credit : Didier Debusschère, Journal de Québec Credit : Le Soleil

20-25%
People 
influenced by 
counter-narrative

Men, Greater 
Québec City, 
Conservative 
voters 
overrepresented



Audiences 

★ Have an audience in mind 
★ Meet people where they are at
★ Connect to, don’t shy away from 

climate 



Norms

★ Emphasize Canadians are all in 

80% of Canadians are concerned about climate change and want action

Over 70% of Canadians know the transition to clean energy is inevitable and we 
can’t keep delaying

75% of Canadians want more renewable power and clean technologies like electric 
vehicles



Mental Models

3 Evidence-Based Mental Models
A proximate and moral threat (happening now, causing harm) 
Burning fossil fuels is ¾+ of the problem 
Systemic solutions required (government, collective action)

Photo credit: Unsplash



General Framing Tips

Name the Problem, Name the Solution

A proximate and moral threat (happening now, causing harm) 
Burning fossil fuels is ¾+ of the problem 
Systemic solutions required (government, collective action)



Narrative Tips

Challenge: Canada facing multiple threats - Climate, Covid, 
Economy, Equity. Inaction causing harm. Need a plan to take us 
forward. 
Choice: Can and must act now to address these challenges at 
the same time. Canada has an important role to play with 
government, business and the public all doing their part.
Opportunity: Solutions are available. Job and economic 
opportunities, justice and well-being benefits. Clean air and 
water and a safe climate.



Clean Energy

● Emphasize the transition is 
underway - Canada must lead, 
not be left behind 

● Make the economic case but 
tie to deeper motivations 

● Speak to access 
Photo credit: Getty Images



COVID

● Climate concern holding 
but proceed with caution

● Leverage support for a 
transformative climate, 
health, equity build back 
agenda 

● Emphasize support for 
workers, not fossil fuel 
companies Photo credit: David Dodge, Green Energy Futures



Credit: Marche pour le climat, Montréal, 2019, La Presse.
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Some
communications cues 
in Québec

 Intergenerational 
arguments work 

Environmentalists ?
Too radical

76% would like to do 
more (but what exactly…?)

(Baromètre, Fall 2020)

74% How people judge 
me for what I do on the 
environment matters

(Baromètre, Fall 2020)

Altruistic and collective 
values dominate over 
selfish and individualistic 
ones

(Baromètre, Fall 2020)



Suggested High-level Communication 
Guidelines in Québec

OBJECTIVES

1. Strengthening the 
consensus (use the ‘we’)

2. Pushing for more 
action (while 
acknowledging what we 
are doing already) 

3. Target elements of 
disaffected block in a 
separate communication 
stream

TACTICS

1. Young people and 
community leader as 
spokespersons 
(scientists)

2. Speak from a position 
of strength - we need to 
lead, not to persuade

MESSAGING

1. We know there is a crisis. We 
have to deal with it urgently. 
Future of younger generations 
at stake.

2. Situation is worsening, and 
strong action is now needed

3. We need to emerge from the 
pandemic with means to 
tackle social and 
environmental crisis



Additional 
resource on 
values and what 
people are 
willing to do



What’s Next...

Webinars 
● How Build Back Better became a 

winning narrative strategy in the US 
election

● What Women Want
 
Training + Communities of Practice
● Digital skills
● Equity
● Research



STAY IN TOUCH

Amber@climatenarratives.ca

Maria@climatenarratives.ca 

mailto:amber@climatenarratives.ca
mailto:Maria@climatenarratives.ca

